**BODYLINERS**

- Stretch poly rib or nylon spandex stretch flex with back neck zipper.
- More designs throughout catalog can be made to match almost any top design!
- All styles available in 3 lengths: C=Crop w/ elastic bottom  S=Short waist length  R=Regular tuck-in length  (Top styles w/ cut-in shoulders will expose armhole seam.)
- Attach a brief to any style +$25.00 (Regular or Boy Cut Brief)

**A. BLC-10, BLS-10, BLR-10** $60.95

**B. BLC-35, BLS-35, BLR-35** $60.95

**C. BLC-15, BLS-15, BLR-15** $66.95

**D. BLC-30, BLS-30, BLR-30** $61.95

**E. BLC-40, BLS-40, BLR-40** $66.95

**F. BLC-25, BLS-25, BLR-25** $66.95

**G. BLC-20, BLS-20, BLR-20** $66.95

**H. BLC-11, BLS-11, BLR-11** $60.95

**I. BLC-27, BLS-27, BLR-27** $72.95

W/attached briefs +$25.00

**J. Body Shaper Crop**

**BSVC-22R** Solid Back $91.95

**BSVC-22 Front/Back Design w/ side zip $115.95**

Shown in v-neck & metallic striping.

All options available. Lettering Tackle Twill-Varsity.

**Crop Bodyliner BLC-20** $66.95

Shown in metallic striping.

**Skirt SKVWF162** $109.95

V-waist 16 pleat flier.

---

**CHOICE YOUR FABRIC:**

- Stretch poly rib
- Nylon spandex stretch flex with back waist zipper

---

**BOOT CUT PANTS**

- Polyester with back waist zipper
- Stretch poly rib knit with elastic waist
- Nylon spandex stretch flex with elastic waist

**Get the look you want**

Choose your waistline

**Get the look you want**

Choose your fabric:

**For low rise cut add and **L** to the end of the style code. Low rise polyester pants have elastic waist.**